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Albania and Vietnam will
continue building socialism
and supporting revolution
SJ\ttt· despite China's suspension
of aid to both countries

IN A statement on july 12 the Albanian telegraphic agency
announced that China had severed all economic and military
aid agreements and credits, withdrawn all experts from
Albania and had left incomplete a number of important projects. The announcement accused China of "unilateral ami
arbitrary action" and "a conscious and premeditated step to
aggravate relations between the two countries, to damage the
economy of socialist Albania and its defence potential. "
In a note on july 6, 1.978, the Government of the SocialiSt
.
Republic of Vietnam revealed that "the Chinese Government
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...:hinese technicians working at the remaining Chinese aid
projects in Vietnam."
In a commentary on this cutting off of all aid NilAN DAN
(the People's Daily of Vietnam) stated on july 7: "It is natural
that the Vietnamese people are indignant at this treacherous
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If you vote, you vote for Capitalism!
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